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INTRODUCTION
PSC (Putonghua Shuiping Ceshi, Chinese mandarin test), with more than 3 minion attendances each year, plays an important role in the popularization of mandarin. However the scoring task for PSC is highly boring, timeconsuming and labor-intensive. Let us suppose that each exam taker needs 12 minutes to finish his/her test and every paper needs two teachers working together. Therefore, one teacher can only finish 20 students' pronunciation quality evaluation when working 8 hours per day! The advent of automatic PSC system [1]- [3] brought about a revolution in PSC-computers can do scoring tasks as good as trained evaluators! It is now being widely used in more than ten provinces of China. However, its performance still needs improving.
Pronunciation quality evaluation plays an important role in computer assisted language learning (CALL). Frame-normalized posterior probability [4]- [8] is commonly used as promising measurement for computers. Acoustic models play an important role for the calculation of such measurements.
MLE (Maximum Likelihood Estimation) approach of model training can relax the labeling of phone boundaries and is efficient to compute, so it is widely accepted in CALL systems. However, MLE is a generative method and does not use other phones' information during training stage. As we know, some confusing pairs in mandarin, such as "zh-z", "sh-s", "in-ing", "en-eng", "cch" et al, are naturally similar to each other. Therefore, without seeing the difference between these pairs, MLE approach will naturally build such phonetic acoustic models similar to each other. Obviously this hampers the pronunciation quality performance.
In the field of ASR (Automatic Speech Recognition), discriminative training (DT) is commonly adopted to deal with the problem. It is a model refining method that pays more attention to the difference among acoustic models. In this way, it can make acoustic models easier to distinguish from each other. The idea of discriminative training originated from 1986 when Baul first reported the work in small vocabulary speech recognition task [9] . Until recent years, with the introduction of "Word Graph", DT has achieved better performance than MLE [10] [11] in LVCSR (Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition). In 2002, D. Povey proposed DT criteria of minimum phone/word error (MPE/MWE) and they outperform traditional DT criteria in LVCSR [12] .
In recent two years, there were many applications of discriminative training in error detection field and encouraging results appeared to follow hard at heel. In Feng Zhang's dissertation [13] and Xiaojun Qian's work [14] , they all pointed that MPE/MWE criteria are same with the aim of error detection in some cases.
However, discriminative training has not been reported in native speakers' automatic scoring tasks from our investigations so far. Most PSC testees are native Chinese and they are able to speak Putonghua fluently. Therefore, according to "The Outline of PSC" [15] , pronunciation quality evaluation is put into priority. Evaluators would pay strictly attention on the mentioned typical confusing pairs [16] . This paper introduced discriminative training measures of MPE/MWE into automatic PSC system to deal with the problem. The experimental results evidently show that DT can effectively release the confusion among acoustic models. The MPE/MWE refined acoustic models also achieve 4.5% relative improvement in pronunciation evaluation.
II. INTRODUCTION OF PHONE POSTERIOR PROBABILITY AND PHONE SCORING MODEL

A. Traditional Measurement of Frame-averaged Phone
Posterior Probability Let us suppose that i=id(r,n) is the canonical phone's index for n-th phone in the r-th utterance, with its corresponding HMM (Hidden Markov Model) i θ and acoustic feature vector .Then the frame-normalized phone posterior probability for phone i θ is show as (1).
[1] [9] [10].
Where is the frame length and 
B. Phone Scoring Measurement based on Framenormalized Phone Posterior Probability Eq.1 and 2 measure goodness of pronunciation in log probability domain. For probabilities are seriously affected by probability spaces, our recent work proposed trainable "Phone Scoring Model" [17] , which transforms frame-normalized phone posterior probabilities into phone scores. In this paper, free linear phone scoring model is adopted, as is showed in (3) and (4), where denotes phone machine score and is utterance machine score. 
The parameters for phone scoring model{
trained by minimizing root mean square error of human and machine scores in the development set. Our previous work in [17] reported over 24-40% relative performance gain over the popular posterior probability approach. As [17] has not been published yet, this paper will investigate discriminative training in both pronunciation quality measurements.
III. DISCRIMINATIVE TRAINING FOR EVALUATION
A. Typical Errors for Native Chinese Speakers
As most PSC testees are native Chinese speakers with fluency in mandarin, the PSC outline [15] put pronunciation accuracy into priority. Affected by different dialect, many native Chinese speakers often make mistakes on some confusing pairs such as "z-zh", "c-ch", "s-sh", "in-ing", "en-eng", "n-l" and so on. Evaluators would pay strictly attention on distinguish such confusing phones.
B. MLE-trained and DT-refined models for scoring
MLE is a generative criterion for acoustic model training. Vividly speaking, it tells the model "this is an apple" and only uses data of "apple" for models training. Therefore MLE lacks the consideration of the differences between "an apple" and "an orange".
From discussion of previous section, we can see that the mentioned confusing pairs are naturally similar to each other. Evaluators are concentrated on distinguishing tiny acoustic differences for these typical error pairs. Vividly speaking, now the task is to distinguish "a big deep red apple" and "a big light red apple". MLE approach would focus on learning characteristics like "big" , "apple" , "red" and will not pay enough attention to key differences ----"deep red" and "light red" that can distinguish them.
Discriminative training takes more care on how to distinguish them from each other. Vividly speaking, it tells model "this is a big deep red apple, not a light red one". Fig.2 is a sketch map of the principal that how discriminative training improves scoring. Confusing pair "ch-c" are naturally similar in acoustic models. So even if "ch" is rightly pronounced in test set (Point P), it is still confusing (PA≈PB ); after we used DT to refine the model structure, "ch-c" are much more distinguishable (AB'>AB), therefore, we can easily find that P is a standard pronunciation "ch"(PA<PB'). 
Let us use
denotes the acoustic model collection. The objective of MPE/MWE is to minimize the phone/word errors or to maximize the phone/word correct number by adjusting as (6) shows.
Where the word posterior probability for W is shown as follows:
In (6) and (7) 
Extended Baum-Welch algorithm is often adopted for parameter optimization as (9) shows.
( )
Where D is step size pre-set, , 13] . In this paper, we use mono-phone HMM and phonetic dictionaries, therefore MPE and MPE are the same.
IV. DATABASE PREPARATION
A. Brief introduction of PSC
We carry on the experiment on PSC task. There are four parts in the test:
1) Part 1--Characters reading: about 100 characters.
2) Part 2--Words reading: about 50 words, mainly disyllabled words.
3) Part 3--Paragraph reading: a paragraph of 400 words.
4) Part 4--Free talk: talk freely for about 3 minutes according to a given topic.
The automatic PSC system gives out scores for first three parts and leaves only the fourth part to human labor.
B. Database and exprimental settings
The database of 3685 people is collected from live PSC all over the mainland and made up of 1-3 national PSC evaluators' scores in a 100-point scale. We divided it into development set (3187 people) and test set (498 people, 2-3 evaluators' scoring) without overlapping. Table 1 shows the experimental settings in detail. 
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The system structure is shown in Fig.3 . 2) ASR part: This part aligns input speech with given text and outputs phone boundaries;
3) Evaluation part: This part calculates framenormalized posterior probabilities as (1) or phone scores as (3) and outputs utterance level pronunciation quality measurements; 4) Post-process part: This part gives out total scores and associated pronunciation ranks [15] for the input speeches.
The acoustic models play an important role in both ASR and evaluation parts. In this way, we divide the function of the acoustic models into the following two parts: 1) ASR Function: Get phone boundaries; 2) Evaluation Function: Get utterance level machine score based on the given phone boundaries.
As the first part belongs to the field of ASR, the following experiments mainly focus on the evaluation function of acoustic models. Therefore if not specified, phone boundaries in the following experiments are the same and calculated by golden models as our previous
The performance is measured by cross correlation (CC) between human and machine scores in (13), where and denote human and machine score for r-th utterance. 
Let us consider the cases when the cross correlations rise from 0.5 to 0.6 and from 0.8 to 0.9. Although both of them increase 0.1 in cross correlation, the performance gain in the latter case is much more significant. Therefore, this paper define relative improvement (RI) as (14) A. "See Discriminative training is odels. In ASR, it is well-known that the recognition performance will seriously degrade if the training and the test are mismatch. In CALL systems for L2 learners' pronunciation evaluation tasks such as reading [18] , retelling [19] and translation [20] , acoustic models are trained by both native and non-native pronunciations and have achieved satisfactory performance.
In our case, the training set mismatch d development set because the former is only consist of standard pronunciations while the latter are consisted of various non-standard pronunciations. The development set is not only 3.5 times greater than training set but also well matches with test set. Therefore, it may be desirable to train acoustic models from the combination of both training and development set.
In this way, we shall co odels" (trained from data in both the training set and the development set) and "golden-models" (trained from data in the training set). We use the latest phone scoring approach as (3) and (4) This also shows us the differ eech recognition and pronunciation evaluation. The former needs to tolerant non-standard speech in order to acquire better recognition results while the latter must distinguish non-standard speeches from standard ones.
ng with the cases of non-native speake ng tasks [18] - [20] , in which there are many redictable mistakes, evaluators would mainly concern whether his/her speech can make others understand (like speech recognition). Therefore, they pay much less attention on confusing pronunciations. On the other hand, the rate of speech plays an important role in L2's scoring task [21] and better ASR helps to gain more accurate speech rate. In this way, the acoustic model that has better ASR (multi-trained acoustic model) performs
The experiments indicate that only "Golden Models" can be used for native speakers' pronunciation proficiency evaluation task. Therefore, in the following experiments, acoustic models are all developed from the train set. In this way, it may be inevitable to face the mismatch between training and test for native speakers' pronunciation quality evaluation tasks.
B. Experiments in the Development Set
In this paper, we use HTK tool kit to implement the MPE/MWE refinement for acoustic models. Phone scoring models are developed from the data of development set. Since we mainly focus on the evaluation performance of acoustic models, phone boundaries realignment is not investigated in this section, but can be seen in [25] . The experimental results are similar. Fig.4 shows the performance of MPE/MWE refined acoustic models each iteration under same phone boundaries. The phone scoring models are retrained each iteration to fit the acoustic models. From Fig.4 we can see that the performance reached its optimum after only a few iterations. We discovered in log files that the auxiliary functions still kept rising. This shows that we need a development set to guarantee the performance rising and avoid over training for the mismatch between training and test.
In order to analyze the confusion degree after discriminative training, we investigated the KLD between some typical error patterns mentioned above. This paper adopts the symmetrical-KLD proposed in [22] . Table 3 shows the symmetrical KLDs between some typical confusing pairs before and after MPE/MWE refinement. From Table 3 we can see that the average KLDs between confusing pairs rise significantly after MPE/MWE refinement. This result indicates that except for small part of confusing pairs, the refined acoustic models are much more distinguishable.
C. Experiments in the Test Set
The acoustic models and phone scoring models are tuned in the development set without seeing any information of the test set. Both traditional measure of frame-normalized posterior probability in (1)(2) and ph E TEST SET WE one scoring approach in (3)(4) are discussed in this section.
The performance of MLE-trained acoustic models and MPE/MWE refined acoustic models are shown in Table 4 . Table 4 shows that when phone boundaries are the same (same ASR results), MPE/MWE refined acoustic models perform consistently better than MLE counterpart in both traditional posterior probability measurement and phone scoring approach.
As is mentioned in section 2, MPE and MWE are criteria aiming at improving the performance of ASR. Therefore they may help to get more appropriate phone boundaries. Table 5 shows the experiment of MPE/M E refined model used both for getting phone boundaries and pronunciation quality evaluation. From Table 5 we can see that the MLE/MPE refined model still outperforms MLE model in scoring task.
But comparing Table 4 and 
